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DIGEST:

1. Evaluation of bids based on adding cost of packaging to
unit price for both first program year and multi-year

quantities is proper where invitation provides that bids

on initial program year quantities will be so evaluated

and invitation amendsant provides that clauses applicable

to initial year items are also applicable to multi-year
items.

2. Addition of transportation costs to unit prices is consist-

ent with only reasonable interpretation of invitation and

therefore is not improper.

3. Agency decision tiot to waive first article preproduction

testing requirement on basis that equipment being furnished
by bidder under prior contract-has not satisfactorily
passed initial production testing is nqt arbitrary or capri-

cious and la consistent with agency regulations.

4. 1li.-rjition that award under solicitation would constitute
Žreach of protester's existing contract with agency is

Untimely and will not be considered on merits since com-

plaint relates to issuance of solicitation but was not
filed prior to bid opening.

Libby Welding Company, Inc. (Libby) protests the proposed

award of s. cntract to John R. Hollingsworth Company

(Hollingswoith) under invitation for bids (IFB) DSA 400-76-B-

3610, issued by the Defense Supply (now Logistics) Agency (DSA),

Defense General Supply Center, Richmond, Virginia.

- The procurement, for 15 KW and 30 KW generator sets, is

being conducted by DSAa ursuant to a Military Interdepartmental

Purchase Request (MIPR) initiated by the U.S. Army Troop Support

Cmnmand (rROSCOM). Bidders were authorized to submit bids on

the basis of one program year or the multi-year requirement of
three program years, or both, with DSA reserving the right to

award a contract on either basis. DSA Las determined that

award on the multi-year basis would be most advantageous Lo the

Government.
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Bids were opened on Juue 21, 1976. The two low bids were
submitted by Libby and Hollingsworth. Libby's multi-year bid
price was $9,591,522.02 (plus $2,000 for data); Hollingusworth's
bid was $9,713,940.00 (less a prompt payment discount). How-
ever, in evaluating the bids, the contracting officer included
(in addition to items not contested) the cost of packing, pack-
aging and preservation (hereafter "packaging") for the generator
sets, as well as an amount for transportation of the sets. The
contracting officer's evaluated bid price for Hollingsworth was
lower than Libby's evaluated bid by approximately 434000.

There are two principal grounds for Libby's'protest. First,
Libby contends that with respect to both packagingf nd transpor-
tation, DSA improperly evaluated bids in violation of the solici-
tatfin provisions and applicable regulations. S.=ond, Libby
charges that the contracting officer has srbitr. msly and capri-
ciously refused to waive first article testing with respect to
Libby. In addition, Libby contends that the award of a contract
to any other bidder would constitute a breach of a contract
currently existing between Libby and TROSCOM.

If Libby is coiect with respect to either packaging or
transportation, or if DSA were to waive first article testing
requirements for Libby, Libby wocld be 'he evaluated low bidder.

EVALUATION

Packaging

With regard to packaging costs, the solicitation as
originally issued provided that bidders were to furniih the
estimated cost of packaging ona unit basis under Gie various
levels of packaging spacified'in the solicitation. However,
the solicitation stated that "/t/hese estimated costs will not
be considered separately in the evaluation of tht. solicitation
* * *." This original solicitation provided only for Items
0001 througa 0078. By Amendment No. 0001, DSA added Items 0079
through 0115 (with items 0083 through 0115 constituting the
second and third program year requirements). The amendment
also stated the followings

"ClAUSES APPLICABLE TO ITEMS 0001- OUdi ARE
ALSO APPLICABLE TO ITEMS 0083 - 0015

SECTION G - Preservatfin, Paciaghing, Pack-
ing and Marking shall be in
accordance with Packaging Data
Sheet No. 618. See Pages 55 and
56.
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LEVEL A/A UNIT fRICE
LZVEL 3/3 UNIT PRICE

the unit nrice for tse appro-
Dricte leveloffPreaervation.
Packaaj v'PEaking end Hrking
-wtill be'in addition to the unit
price specified for the
generator set.

SECION C - Page 545 Para A Is changed to
reads
A. PRESERVATION, PACKAGING AND

PACKING shall be LAW Pack-
aging 5ata Sheet No. 618 and
asx follows:
Items O00l - 0007, 0009,

0079 and 0081 - LEVEL B/B
Items 0008, 0010 - 0029, 0041

- C064, 0080 and 0082 - LEVEL
A/A" (Emphasis added.)

Libby included unit prices in its bid for the two packaging
levels, and the contracting officer utilized those prices in eval-
uiting Libby's line item bid prices for all three program years.
Libby, however, contends that the IFB provided that the unit price
for packaging was to be considered only in the evaluation of first
program year item prices and that biddcrs were required to include
the cost of packaging in their line item prices for the second and
third program year items. Libby asserts that in fact its bid
prices for the generator sets in the second and third years are
inclusive of packaging coats and that the contracting officer erred
in adding an additional amount to those prices.

In support of its position, Libby relies on Clause 2(c) of
Stanoard Form 33-A. That clause provides:

"(c) Unit price for each unit offered shall
be shown and such prices shall include pack-
ing unless otherwise specified."

Standard Form 33-A, although not attached to the IFs, was
incorporated by reference.

We think Libby's reliance is misplaced. Clause 2(c), by its
own terms, applies only in the absence of any other provision for
pr'dfag of packaging.
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In this connection, we agree with the DSA/Hollingsworth
reading of the IFB amendment that the packaging costs provi-
aion must be regarded as applicable to the second and third
program years. Amendment No. 0001 states that "gAUGES APPLI-
CABLE TO ITEMS 0001-0082 /the first program year/ MAE ALSO.
APPLICABLE TO ITEMS 0083-0115 Lthe second and third program
year7 ." Libby would not read that sentence to apply to pack-
agtng because It physically precedes the Section C (the pack-
aging section) revisions1 rather than being located within the
Section C heading. Li6by's view is that tha sentence should
be read as referring exclusively to the Section E revisions
which appear on the previous page of the Amendment. However,
Section E essentially consists of the schedule line items and
various provisions identifying the procurement at a multi-year
procurement. We see nothing in Section E to which the sentence
in question would reasonably relate. To the contrary, it
appears that the sentence was meant to apply and only could rea-
sonably apply to the sections which followed it. Thus, we find
no basis for objecting to the contracting officer's adding an
amount for packaging to Libby's item unit prices.

Transportation

The IFB provided that "f./or computing unit transpcortation
coats, each bid will be evaluated by adding to the bid * * *
all Government transportation costs to saId deatinati.a ."a In
evaluating transportation costs, the contracting officer regard-
ed the destination of the. generators listed as Items 00'$" 0063
and 0064 to be New Cumberland, Pennsylvania. Libby argues that
no transportation costs at all should be evaluated for these
items because no destination were designated in the IFB for such
items.

The pertinent portion of the IFB schedule reads as follows:

"ITEM NO. SUPPLIES/SERVICES

0061 MIPR W58P05-6-00809 (ITEMS 0061
thru 0064)

SHIP TO0
Trans Ofc W25GlU
New Cumherland Army Depot
New Cumberland, PA 17070
M/Fs USATROSCOM PROP ACCT

W58HZ1-5198-C028

FOB DESTINATION
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OR
ron oamn'

0062 FMl DUSTINATION

OR
FOB ORIGIN

0063 FOB DESTINATION

OR
FOB ORIGIN

0064 FOB DESTINATION

OR
FOB ORIGIN"

We think the only reasonable reading of the schedule and the
quoted provision la that (1) a transportation cost will be
added tp tdie bid price for each item (bid on an FOB origin
basis) and (2) that the specified HIPR covers Items 0061
through 0064 and that all are to be shipped to Now Cumberland,
Pennsylvania. This reading is internally consistent with other
IFB item descriptions where supplies to be shipped to the same
destination are repeated under consecutive line items. Accord-
ingly, we find Libby's contention with regard to evaluation of
transportation costs to be without merit.

FIRST ARTICLE TESTS

Libby cleges that the contracting officer has arbitrarily
and capriciously refused to waive first article testing with
respect to Libby in accordance with the following IFB provision.

"C46 WAIVER OF FIRST ARTICLE APPROVAL TEST
(CONTRACTOR TESTING) (DECREASE IN PRICE)
(SEPARATE LINE ITEM) (1975 DEC)

ThetGovernment rmserves the right todwaive
thevre'uireienteherein fortfirst'articlc
aucrovall tinsts asetopthose8offerorsl'offer-
tuIg a product which has beenTpreviously fur-
nished and has been accepted by the Govern-
ment. Offerors offering such products, who
wish to rely on such prior acceptance by the
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Government, must furnish evidence with the
offer that prior Government acceptance is
presently appropriate for the products to #
be furnished hereunder by indicating below
contract numbers of identical or similar
supplies accepted by the Government. When
the Government decides to exercise its right
to waive first article approval testing,
offers will be evaluated on the basir of
decreased cost to the Government."(Emphasis
added.)

In response to this provision, Libby listed under the heading
of "Prior Government Acceptance" contract number DAAK02-72-C-0265,
awarded to Libby by TROSCOM in 1972, and offered to reduce its bid
in the amount of $450,000 for waiver of first article approval
tests.

After bid opening, the contracting officer determined not to
waive first article-approval test for any bidder on the basis of a
recommendation by TROSCOM, the requiring agency. In DSA's view,
"/`7fter studying the information presented by TROSCOM in support
ofTits recommendations, any other determination by the contracting
officer would be wholly unwarranted, totally without a reasonable
basis, and clearly an improper and overreaching use of discretion."

Libby, on the other hand, argues that under its current
contract, DAAK02-72-C-0265, it has offered an appropriate product
"previously furnished and accepted by the Government" qualifying
it for waiver, and that it would be an abuse of discretion for DSA
not to grant the waiver. In.this regard, Libby contends that since
it Bias the only potential bidder eligible for waiver, it was improp-
er for the IFB to contain a waiver of first article tasting provi-
sion if DSA did not intend '.' grant the waiver to Libby.

TROS&M refuses to recommend a waiver for Libby principally
because of failures experienced in initial production testing of
geneiators under Libby's current contract. In addition, TROSCOM
asserts that there have been changes in the drawing package
relating to the generators and that this procurement is a first
time buy with military specifications which differ from the pur-
chase description used in connection with Libby's current contract.

Libby's position is that the generators to be procured do not
in any material way differ from thoce being delivered under Libby's
current contract. LiDby also argues that the equipment failures

-.6
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that have been experienced are the result of defective
Ooversant specifications or otherwise are not its fault, and
that in any event such failures were minor and/or have been
corrected. Moreover, Libby alleges that since the failures
were detected during initial production testing, they should
have no bearing on the decision to waive first article testing.
Finally, Libby asserts that the Government is "accepting" gen-
erators under its contract and that this is evidence of the suit-
ability of the generators and satisfies the condition for granting
waiver.

TROSCOM's position is that there is substantial doubt as to
the adequacy and reliability of the Libby generators individually
and under mass production. On December 17, 1976, TROSCOM reported
the following:

"2. Problems identified in previous corre.
spondence have not yet been finally resolved.
The major problems observed during teiting
include failures of the starting relay (X3),
the battery charging alternator, the over-
r eed switch and drive assembly and the tim-
ing gear train (camshaft gear). These prob-
lems resulted in suspension of tests. Tests
were resumed and suspended again due to addi-
tional failures of the overspend switch and
drive assembly. Tests were resumed and com-
pleted during Dec. 1976 with teat failures
and required corrective action in several
areas not yet resolved. Also, additional
problems exist in the area of substandard
wiring (short citcuits and burned out connec-
tors) arong with remaining unresolved situa-
tions mentioned above. It is the opinion of
this command that any failures causing major
teardown procedures, component failures caus-
ing non-operational generator sets and resulting
in various technical data changes are not to
be considered minor.

"3. Production units are being accepted by
the Covernment under Contract DAAK02-72-C-
0265 with the understanding that retrofit of
the generator sets will be required prior to
issue to the field. The retrofit will depend
upon test results and evaluation as to correc-
tions required and responsibility for the in-
stallation of the retrofit. Production
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stoppage pending proof testing of proposed
resolutions. was not considered advisable, the
contract has been modified to incorporate the
proposed corrective actions in anticipation
of successful testing which may reduce the
number of generator sets requiring retrofit.
As mentioned above, these are included in the
areas which remain to be resolved.

"4. This command retains its position. not to
waive testing for any bidder uinder subject
solicitation which is the Government's prezog-
ative since current testing has not proved
successful in determining suitability of these
generators for issue to users in the field."

The decision to waive or not waive first article testing
for a particular bidder is essentially an administtative one
which we will not disturb unless it is clearly arbitrary and
capricious. See Ainslitt Coiporation, B-187429, B-187559,
De6ember 21, 1976, 76-2 CPD 513; Kan-Du Tool & Insarument
C6ipoiati6n, B-183730, February 23, 1976, 76-1 CPD 121;
Consolidated Airborne Systems, Inc., B-184369, October 21, 1975,
75-2 CPD 247. Here, while Libby has submitted considerable evi-
dence in an attempt to minimize the generator failures referred
to by TROSCOM, we do not find that the record convincingly estab-
lishes that the contracting officer's refusal to waive first
article testing for Libby is arbitrary.

First of all, it is not disputed that there have been
failures associated with the equipment furnished by Libby under
its prior contract, and that these failures resulted in "non-
operattonal generator sets." It is also clear that at least
sdoe of the failure areas have not bden finally resolved.
Although Libby states that the failures are correctable without
the need for first article testing under a new contract, the
using agency believes that the problems are such that it is not
willing to accept anew production run from Libby without first
article testing approval. Under these circumstances, we cannot
say that the TROSCOM/DSA position is so without a rational foun-
dation that it can be denominated arbitrary or capricious.
Libby's claim that the failures are the fault of the Govertamnent
rather than of Libby suggests that there may be a diipjute on the
matter which would have to be resolved under the Disputes clause
of the existing contract, but does not, in our opinion, providn
a basis for concluding that TROSCOM/DSA is acting improperly in
refusing to grant a waiver of first article testing prior to
resolution of that dispute.
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Secondly, we do not agtee that equipment failures realized
during initial production testing cannot be considered by
agency officials in determining whether to waive first article
teuaiting. Libby mukes much of the difference between initial
production and first article preproduction testing, asseitina
that the first article preproduction testing requirement tj to
determine the ability of the contractor to furnish a product
that is satisfactory for its intendLi use, thereby protecting
the Government from having to make progress payments and fro.
incurring pn obligation to prey production costs in the event
Off contract termination prior to Government approval of the
first article, while initial production testing is for deter-
mining the suitability of mass-produ:ed equipment and is there-
fore conducted on equipment produced "well beyond" the time
first article testing and approval takes place. 1owever, we
think the regulations suggest a closer relationship.

Part 19 of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation
(ASPR) (1976 ed.), entitled "First Article Approval", defines
"first article" as including both preproduction models and
initial production samples. It defines "approval" as involv-
ing testing and evaluation of the first article "for conform-
ance with specified contract requirements before or in the
initial stage of production"under a contract." ASPR I l.,l.
The relationship between preproduction and initial produ tion
testing is further indicated by Army Regulatior. (AR) 700-78
(February 6, 1970), which describes both aspects of first
article testing as "designed to insure that the contractor can
furnish a product that is satisfactory for its intended use."
It then goes on to define first article preproduction testing
as:

" * * * tests conducted on a model or group of
models of the item being procured, built prior
to mass production in accordance with contract
specification and drawings, using substantially
the same methods, materials, processes, and
type of equip wnt as will be used for mass pro-
duction. These tests are conducted or super-
vised by the procuring agency to verify produc-
tion drawings, processes, and materials that
will be used in the manufacture of the fIcm."

And initial production testing as:
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" * ** a test of the first or one of the
first produced items or group of items con-
ducted to verify the adequacy and quality
of the material when produced according to i
production drawings and the mass production
process."

We think it is clear that while the preproduction and initial
prodtctior costs are conducted at different times and on differ-
ent equipment items, the tests are utilized for the same basic
purpose--to show that the contractor can furnish a satisfactory
product--and as such we fail to understand why difficulties
encountered in initial production units cannot be considered by
a contracting agency in deciding whether to waive first article
preprciduction testing for a subsequant contract. In this regard,
AR 700-78 specifically provides that the "/j7uality history of
the product based on previous production" may be considered in
determaning the extent to which "quality assurance testing dur-
ing production" (which is specifically defined as encompassing
first article testing) should be required.

Third, we cannot agree that the inclusion of the waiver of
first article approval clause in the IFB gave Libby the absolute
right to have the waiver granted or that inclusion of the pro-
vision otherwise was improper. The clause does no more than
reserve to the GCvernment the right to waive first article test-
ing for any bidder found to be qualified for such a waive. While
prior acceptance by the Government of identical or similar supplies
is a requirement for first article waiver, we do not believe that
such acceptance automatically requires the Governmenit to waive
first article approval testing in all subsequent. cases, since there
may well be particular facts or circumstances which would warrant
a determination not to waive first article testing, and the clause
itself requires a showing that prior acceptance is "prescr'tly
appropriate" as a basis for waiver.

With regard to the propriety of including the first article
waiver clause in the IFB, ASPR 3 1-1903(b) Loes preclude the use
of the clause "when it is known that first article approval will
be required of all bidders * * *'" However, we do not believe it
can be said that it was known, at the time the IFB was issued,
that Libby would net have satisfactorily completed initial pro.,
duction testing and would not be considered qualified for first
article waiver, therefore, we see no basis for concluding that
issuance of the IFS with the first article waiver provision was
inappropriate.
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*or the above reasons, we find that the contracting
officer'. decision not to va've first article preproduction
testing from Libby was not "arbitrary, capricious or without
substantial basis in fact." Consolidated Airborne Systems,
Inc., up-:-.

BREACH OF CONTRACT

Libby's contention that iward of a contraci inder the
soticitation would constitute a breach of its ext'ting contract
is untimtly and will n-t be considered on its uerits. Libby's
complaint obviously relates to the issuance of the IFB, which
clearly contumplated tard of a contract and wat not, as
sugges1td by Libby, merely to "test the market." This protent,
however, was uot filEd until after bid oapaing, and is clearly
untimely under our Bid Protest Procedures. 4 C.F.R. 5 2U.2(b)
(1976).

The protest is denied.

Acting Compt~rXjer da5t
of the United States
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